Agenda

1) Opening (Gaertig)

2) Talks
   a) On the Doctoral Convention (Gaertig)
   b) On Senate (Viermann)
   c) On the reform and competences of University Bodies (Möke)
   d) On Freie Doktoranden (Kellner)

3) Discussion
   a) Information about council affairs
      i) Should we use the DC’s website to introduce the elected representatives?
      ii) Should we provide information about University politics for doctoral students on the DC’s website?
   b) Institutions and participation
      i) Self-ascertainment
         (1) How should the relations to Verfasste Studierendenschaft be construed?
         (2) Which is the Doctoral Convention’s role and function in University politics?
         (3) How will the Doctoral Convention relate to elected candidates?
      ii) Fostering participation
         (1) Should we provide an English translation of the election documents?
         (2) Voting block assignment
            (a) Should the automatic voting block be Mitarbeiter or Doktoranden?
            (b) How can the opt-in model be modified to meet democratic requirements?
         (3) How can we find more people to get involved?
      iii) Policy
         (1) Questions, answers, critique about manifestos and policy-claims
         (2) Should University bodies sit in public?
         (3) Suggestions about important topics to be raised in University bodies

4) Informal get-together with beer and pizza